
Applique-Depicting the Head of Cupid. 
1st AD  very  suitable for horse harnesses 

Once I saw this pendant-application in a website (which I can not find now to give а link) 
most likely the link no longer exists. 

 I decided that this is a very beautiful article: it was described as: Applique-Depicting the 
Head of Cupid. 1st AD. Head of Cupid upon on 'dolphin-tail' crescent.  

Measures 44 mm by 34 mm. It will serve me for a belt pendants and other ornaments  
suitable for horse harnesses and military equipment. 

 In some scientific publications, some of similar findings are described as pendants 
and applications for horse spurs. 

 
These are the stages of my waxwork. I had to do some series, while the succeed to get closer 

closer to the original. 

 
I got the idea to make something very beautiful and attractive. For this purpose I had to 

prepare about 70 brass applications. 

  



Here they are in tinned version. 

Very much similar аpplique-Depicting the Head of Cupid, №577 from a scientific publication 
from Augusta Raurica modern Augst-Switzerland. Publication Eckhard Deschler-Erb Book Ad 

arma! 

 
577 Inv.: 0.1906 (old inventory) Dimensions: L. 52 mm; B. 55mm; D. 1mm; G. 17.17 g non-

ferrous metal. Horse harness trailer, solid. The hanging loop is directed backwards. The body 
in the form of a double pelta shows in the middle a woman's head in relief with a parted 

hairstyle and pierced pupils. Lower end missing. - Roman Museum Augst. 

 
№2156 from a scientific publication –Katalog_der_Militaria_aus_Vindonissa_Mil  

 Few of my new wax (0.5 mm thick). Аs it is seen in the back row I have made a new model 
“head of Cupid “(for variety).   

 



 
 

 
 My centurio leather Subarmalis (decorated with a Cupid Head applique )! 
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